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About Design Thinking in Healthcare
Design Thinking focuses on understanding the goals, motivations and behaviours of people interacting with healthcare. At Curve, we have
TM
developed The Curve Way , a 6-step User-Centered Design methodology, which combines the best techniques from Lean Startup and
Design Thinking principles so you can build a user validated healthcare product.

1. Empathise with users
Create the best product fit by gaining user insights through empathy
TI MEL IN E
2-3 days

OUTPUT
Interview and observation notes

Interviews are the cornerstone of Design Thinking. By entering and
understanding another person’s thoughts, feelings, and motivations,
we can understand the choices that person makes, we can understand
their behavioral traits, and we are able identify their needs.

2. Defining needs and
problems
Visualise your user path to understand why certain decisions are being
made.
TIMELINE
2 days

O U T PU T
3-5 needs and problems

Based on the interviews, we will identify the most important problems
that users have. We map out the customer journey, so that we can
identify where these problems can be solved.

3. Creating new ideas
Create new ideas using evidence-based tools and methods.
TI MEL IN E
3 days

OUTPUT
2-3 product ideas

Using brainstorming techniques, we generate product ideas to solve
the problems identified.
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4. Prototype new
solutions
Prototype new solutions to make sure we’re doing the right thing.
T I MEL IN E
5-7 days

OUTPUT
1 clickable prototype

Creating a clickable prototype allows you see your idea transform into a
product you can touch and feel, running on an end user device.

5. Test it with users
Experiment to validate key assumptions.
TIMELINE
2-4 days

OUTPUT
1 clickable prototype updated with feedback

Testing your prototype with end users allows us to validate that we will
solve the user’s problems. We can adjust the prototype before we
define the major features of your product.

6. The first product
Breakdown of the major features of the first release of your product.
T I MEL IN E
1 day

OUTPUT
Requirements for your first product

Using the requirements of your validated prototype we give you a cost
estimate for the development of your first product using Curve's product
development team.

Let’s build something great together
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